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A B S T R A C T   

Diamond-like carbon coatings have previously been studied as a protective coating for fretting wear protection 
providing low friction and low wear. H/E ratio has been used as a metric to rank coating performance in sliding 
wear, but this has not been applied to gross-slip fretting. Three DLC coating systems (a-C:H, Si-a-C:H, a-C:H:W 
top layers) on hardened M2 tool steel were studied using a bespoke electrodynamic shaker with a 10 mm 52100 
steel ball as the counterface. This work has shown that H/E ratio can be used to predict wear performance in 
gross-slip fretting; the highest H/E ratio a-C:H performed best with low friction and wear.   

1. Introduction 

Fretting wear is small amplitude oscillatory wear between two sur-
faces in contact, generally under vibration [1,2]. The relation between 
H/E ratio and frictional performance is well understood across length 
scales in full sliding reciprocating wear tests and pin-on-disk [3–6] tests 
however little research has been performed to assess this relation in the 
fretting regime, specifically in the gross slip fretting regime where it is a 
step below reciprocating sliding with the additional contribution of 
surface fatigue. Gross-slip fretting is generally typified by damage 
mechanisms such as abrasive wear, oxidative wear and delamination 
[7–9]. Liskiewicz et al. [10] found that, for hard PVD coatings, a low 
Young’s modulus (correlating with higher H/E) promoted low wear. 
High Young’s modulus and an easily deformed substrate led to brittle 
cracking and accelerated wear due to the generation of wear debris in 
this work. 

H/E can relate to frictional performance by taking into account the 
interfacial/adhesive component and ploughing component [11]. The 
ploughing component is responsible for the deformation of materials in 
the direction of sliding. As ploughing is expected to be smaller for 
sinking in than piling up, therefore the ploughing contribution to fric-
tion is expected to decrease with increasing H/E [6]. H3/E2 can also be 
used to relate tribological performance by considering contact yield 

pressure and fracture toughness from Hertzian contact analysis [3,12]. 
Diamond-like carbon (DLC) is a family of metastable amorphous 

carbon coatings, their properties vary depending upon their sp2/sp3 

ratio, level of hydrogenation and any doping elements [13–17]. These 
coatings are typically characterised by high hardness, chemical inert-
ness, and low coefficients of friction [16,18]. Blanpain et al. [19] con-
ducted a study of the fretting wear performance of hard carbon coatings 
and found that the low coefficient of friction and wear rate of the 
coatings could be attributed to the formation of a lubricating third body. 
Kalin and Vižintin [20] conducted a lubricated fretting study on DLCs, 
they noted a wear rate and coefficient of friction multiple times lower 
than in uncoated contacts due to the reduction of adhesive wear and 
debris transfer. Dalibon et al. [21] noted good fretting behaviour for DLC 
coatings on nitrided martensitic stainless steel for low loads and short 
tests. Adhesion issues were present in longer tests. Navaneethakrishnan 
et al. [22,23] conducted multiple fretting studies on hydrogenated DLC 
on Ti-6Al-4V and found low friction and wear compared to uncoated 
samples; this was attributed to graphitisation and formation of a transfer 
layer on the alumina counterface. 

In this study, an electro-dynamic shaker fretting tester was used to 
assess the fretting performance of three multi-layered DLC coatings at 
high contact pressures in dry conditions. The multi-layers were applied 
to improve the adhesion of the coatings to the substrate and to 
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compensate for DLC’s high intrinsic residual stress [16,24,25]. Fouvry 
et al. [26] found that the introduction of compressive residual stresses 
can protect against cracking in a fretting contact. Du et al. [27] found 
that adhesion and coating toughness had a greater effect on fretting 
wear and fretting fatigue resistance than the friction reduction of DLCs 
and graphitic-like carbon coatings on a Ti-6AL-4V substrate. The dop-
ants were added to obtain differences in the coating mechanical prop-
erties, which was performed previously by Tillmann et al. [28] and 
Beake and co-authors [29,30]. The hardened tool steel substrate was 
chosen as it was previously shown to provide load support [31] and can 
be used to model bearing steels where fretting is common [16,32,33]. 

The aim of this work was to analyse the mechanical properties of 
doped and undoped DLC coatings and assess whether it is possible to 
predict gross slip fretting friction and wear performance using the me-
chanical properties and the common wear ratios of H/E and H3/E2. 

2. Methodology and Materials 

2.1. Substrates and Coating Structures 

Hardened M2 tool steel (HTS) was selected as the substrate for the 
DLC coatings due to its mechanical properties and ability to be heat 
treated [34]. Substrate coupons were initially cut from cylindrical steel 
bars (diameter = 25 mm) to a standardised thickness of 6 mm per 
coupon. A circular grinder with varying grades of silicon carbide pol-
ishing paper was used for polishing under water lubrication. Sequen-
tially finer grit sizes (120, 300, 450, 600, 800 and 1200) were used to 
remove the machining marks and achieve the correct surface finish. 

To obtain the optimal surface roughness (Ra = 0.01 µm target 
roughness), samples are further polished with sequential fibre polishing 
cloths (VerduTex and MicroFloc) and polycrystalline diamond suspen-
sion (9 µm and 3 µm VerduTex and 0.25 µm with MicroFloc). This 
resulted in a mirror-finished surface. 

All coatings were deposited with the Hauzer Flexicoat 850 physical 
vapour deposition (PVD), and plasma-assisted chemical vapour depo-
sition (PACVD) located in the School of Mechanical Engineering at the 
University of Leeds. The coatings will be referred by the following 
designations:  

• a-C:H – Coating A  
• Si-a-C:H – Coating B  
• a-C:H:W – Coating C 

The coating structures consist of Cr adhesive layers, WC gradient 
layers and the top DLC layer. The following deposition steps were used 
to produce the coatings [31]:  

i. Chamber heating  
ii. Target cleaning  

iii. Plasma surface etching  
iv. Cr layer deposition  
v. Cr/WC deposition  

vi. a-C:H:W deposition (final step for Coating C)  
vii. a-C:H/Si-a-C:H deposition (for Coatings A and B respectively) 

During the initial coating step, the chamber is pumped to 4 × 10-5 

mbar and heated to 200 ◦C. Heating is engaged again during the plasma 
surface etching step; otherwise, the temperature is not controlled during 
the deposition. The pump was maintained at low power to vent waste 
gases from the chamber. Acetylene (C2H2) was used as the precursor gas 
for the top DLC layer in the PACVD process. Hexamethyldisiloxane 
(HMDSO), vaporised in the chamber, was used as the dopant for Coating 
B. A WC magnetron sputtering target was engaged to provide the doping 
for Coating C. These coatings are the same as those studied by McMaster 
et al. [31], further details of the deposition are present in this paper. 

2.2. Coating Structures and Mechanical Properties 

Coating thickness was studied by calotest with a 30 mm diameter 
ball [35–37] and confirmed with FIB-SEM (FEI Helios G4 CX Dualbeam 
SEM). Fig. 1 shows the cross-section layer structures of all three coat-
ings. The adhesive (Cr) layer was 0.29 ± 0.03 µm for all coatings. The 
gradient (WC) layer was 0.89 ± 0.08 µm for all coatings. Pt was 
deposited to protect the coating surface during the focused-ion beam 
procedure. 

Mechanical properties were determined by load-controlled partial 
load nanoindentation using a NanoTest Vantage system (Micro Mate-
rials, UK) with a Berkovich diamond indenter [31]. This results in a 
depth-sensitive measurement of mechanical properties however surface 
extrapolations have been used for this study. The plateau value was used 
for hardness and extrapolation to the surface was used for elastic 
modulus [38]. A total of 10 indentations with 40 loading points, in a 
range of 0–500 mN, per sample, was used. The indenter contact velocity 
was set to 0.50 μms-1. The load and unload time for each indentation 
step was 2 s. A 1 s dwell was used at the maximum load to ensure there 
was no creep. A 60 s dwell period in the final unload step was used for 
thermal drift correction. The area function of the indenter was found by 
indentation into a fused silica reference sample. Hardness (H) and elastic 
modulus (E) were calculated by applying Oliver-Pharr analysis [39]. E 
and ν (0.2) are Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio for the coating; Ei 
(1140 GPa) and νi (0.07) are the same quantities for diamond respec-
tively [40]. 

The roughness of all samples was measured using a topography scan 
using the NanoTest platform. A 4.5 µm radius spheroconical probe was 
used with a 200 µm scan distance and a probe velocity of 10 µms-1. The 
load applied during this topographic scan was 0.1 mN. A total of 5 scans 
were performed across the surface of one sample. Each scan was per-
formed with separation distance of 500 µm from the previous scan. 

2.3. Fretting testing 

Fretting tests were performed with a bespoke electrodynamic shaker 
driven fretting rig as shown in [41]. The system is controlled with a 
bespoke LabVIEW program. Tangential force during testing is monitored 
with a load cell. The optical displacement sensor adjusts the displace-
ment of the electrodynamic shaker via a feedback loop to maintain it 
within the parameters specified. All fretting tests were performed in 
laboratory conditions with a temperature of 22 ◦C and a humidity of 
34%. 

The counterfaces for the testing were 10 mm diameter 52100 steel 
balls, this material was chosen as it is a common bearing steel [42–44]. 
Testing was performed in dry conditions with 15,000 wear cycles at a 
frequency of 5 Hz. This results in a test time of 50 min. The amplitude 
was set to ± 50 µm giving wear in the gross slip fretting regime (as 
determined using sliding ratio [45]). Sliding ratio is defined as the ratio 
between the displacement amplitude at zero Q and the maximum 
displacement amplitude (δ0

δ∗) [45]. The effective velocity was 250 µms− 1. 
Three tests were performed to assess variability in the fretting friction. 
Tests were performed at a load of 20 N. 

Table 1 summarises the sliding ratios and contact pressures in each of 
the test conditions as calculated by Hertzian contact mechanics [46–48]. 
These values were calculated to ensure that the gross-slip regime would 
be attained. The sliding ratio of the uncoated substrate was predicted to 
be 0.58. The Poisson’s ratios for the 52100 steel, HTS and DLC were 
0.285 [32], 0.285 [34] and 0.2 [16] respectively. The elastic moduli for 
the DLC and HTS can be found in Table 2. The elastic modulus used for 
52100 steel was 200 GPa [42]. 

2.4. Microscopy and Wear Volume Analysis 

Wear scars were imaged with a Leica DM6000M light microscope. 
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Fig. 1. FIB-SEM cross-sections of (a) Coatings A, (b) Coating B (b) and (c) Coating C. Micrographs of the same coating systems were studied in [31].  
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Wear volumes were analysed using a Bruker Alicona (Institute for 
Advanced Manufacturing and Engineering, Coventry University) using 
the 50x lens. These scans were further analysed using MountainsMap 
software to generate the wear volume data. 

3. Results 

3.1. Mechanical Properties 

Coating and substrate mechanical properties and coating surface 
roughness is shown in Table 2. Surface mechanical properties of the 
coatings are determined by extrapolating multi-cycle (load-partial un-
load) nanoindentation to the surface (zero contact depth). Hardness (H) 
is found by taking the plateau value from the series of measurements as 
the initial indents will be lower than the true hardness [38], these values 
are less than 1/10 relative indentation depth as per ISO14577–4 [49]. 
The elastic modulus (E) is determined by taking the mean of the 
maximum range (extrapolating to the surface) to negate surface contact 
effects reducing the modulus at low contact depths [38]. For these 
coatings, using this method, the standard deviation for hardness and 
elastic modulus are ⁓0.7 GPa and ⁓5 GPa respectively. The same 
method was employed previously in the impact and erosion studies on 
these coating systems [31]. 

The HTS substrate shows distinct differences in its mechanical 
properties having a surface hardness of 10.0 GPa compared to the 
minimum hardness of 13.1 GPa for Coating B. The mean elastic modulus 
of HTS is higher than all coatings with a value of 239 GPa. This results in 
HTS having lower values of both H/E and H3/E2 (0.042 and 0.017 GPa 
respectively) compared to the coatings. The hardness of HTS is similar to 
that seen by Wilbur et al. [50] though a nitriding processing was used 
compared to the flame hardening for this study. Coating A had the 
highest hardness of the coatings (20.2 GPa). The highest mean elastic 
modulus for the coatings was on Coating C with a value of 218 GPa. 

Despite the target surface preparation, the substrate was rougher 
than the nominal roughness with a value of 26 nm Ra compared to 
10 nm Ra. Coatings A and C have the same mean surface roughness as 
the substrate however Coating B has a roughness value 12 nm Ra higher. 

3.2. Fretting testing 

3.2.1. Fretting logs and sliding ratio 
By plotting the tangential force (Q) against the number of cycles and 

displacement, logs of the fretting process are obtained which can be used 
to visualise the fretting regime the system is in and whether this changes 
throughout the test. These logs were constructed in MATLAB. The 
tangential force data was processed through the de-trend function (in 
MATLAB) as the LabVIEW program compares the difference in the 
maxima and minima in tangential force per cycle to calculate friction 

resulting in some load cell drift throughout the test. Fig. 2 illustrates the 
fretting logs for different sample configurations. Each of the logs is in the 
gross slip fretting regime. With the addition of the DLC coating, the 
tangential force decreases resulting in lower energy dissipation [51,52]. 
Some variability is seen at the start of each test as the rig requires a few 
cycles to adjust to the specified parameters. 

Fig. 3 shows how the sliding ratio changes throughout the test for 
uncoated HTS and Coating A. When the sliding ratio is below or equal to 
0.26, the contact is in the partial slip regime; above 0.26, the contact is 
in the gross slip regime [41,45]. As the value remains above 0.26 
through the entirety of the test, fretting in the gross slip regime is 
maintained throughout the test [45]. The relative stability of each test 
configuration can be assessed by analysing how smooth the sliding ratio 
progression is. The substrate is more unstable corresponding to the 
variability of its respective fretting map, this may be due to the gener-
ation of wear debris. However, the PID (proportional-integral-der-
ivative) loop used to adjust the displacement for the fretting rig may play 
a part. A force is applied to displace the counterface and the displace-
ment measured by an optical sensor. This displacement is then contin-
ually adjusted by calculating the proportional, integral, and derivative 
responses to meet the target displacement. The proportional term in-
corporates proportional changes for error (difference between the 

Table 1 
Predicted contact pressures and sliding ratio conditions for fretting testing.  

Coating Predicted Pmax (GPa) Predicted Sliding Ratio 

A  1.20  0.56 
B  1.12  0.54 
C  1.24  0.57  

Table 2 
Average mechanical properties for the substrates and coating structures.  

Substrate /DLC 
recipe 

DLC Coating Thickness 
(µm) 

Surface Roughness (nm 
Ra) 

Surface hardness, H 
(GPa) 

Mean Elastic Modulus, E 
(GPa) 

H/E H3/E2 (GPa) 

HTS N/A 26 ± 4 10.0 ± 0.3 239 ± 7 0.042 
± 0.002 

0.017 
± 0.001 

A 2.20 ± 0.20 26.0 ± 10.3 20.2 199 0.101 0.207 
B 2.17 ± 0.16 48.0 ± 12.4 13.1 164 0.080 0.083 
C 1.17 ± 0.12 26.2 ± 1.9 13.9 218 0.064 0.056  

Fig. 2. Fretting logs for uncoated HTS and Coating A. (a) Uncoated HTS. (b) 
Coating A. 
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desired value and process variable). The integral term examines the 
process variable over time and correct the output by reducing the offset 
from the process variable. The derivative part of the control system 
monitors the rate of change of the process variable and changes the 
output when there are unusual variations [53]. The higher tangential 
force measured on the uncoated substrate as seen in Fig. 2 may cause the 
system to attempt to adjust to a greater degree but it cannot fully 
compensate for the variations throughout the test. The coated systems 
have a lower tangential force (requiring a lower level of error correc-
tion) and therefore the sliding distance was closer to the nominal 
displacement. For the coated samples, the sliding ratio was stable 
throughout the test. The sliding ratio was monitored continuously the 
test to ensure that all systems remained within the gross-slip regime. 

3.2.2. Coefficient of Friction 
In gross slip fretting it is common to have some instability in the 

friction, especially during the early parts of a test where friction is high. 
Generally, it will then reduce to a lower steady state value [54]. 
Discontinuity or change in COF signifies that there are severe metal/-
substrate interactions [55]. This can indicate that there is wear through 
or decohesion of the coating. 

Fig. 4 shows the fretting friction results of the coating variants at 
20 N. The COF is averaged over each cycle (both positive and negative 
displacement) and the error bars are a result of averaging the repeated 

tests at the specific number of cycles indicated in the figure. This allows 
for the deviation at each stage of the test to be analysed. Tests on the 
uncoated substrate showed a high COF of approximately 0.9 however 
this is not present in the figure as the primary samples for analysis were 
the coatings. This friction level is typical of unlubricated steel-on-steel 
contact [56]. Coating A had a steady state COF of 0.15. Coating B had 
a slightly lower COF, but its running period is much more pronounced. 
Coating C had a less pronounced running in period but towards the end 
of the cycles, the friction begins to climb. 

To further investigate the running in behaviour, Fig. 5(a) shows the 
first 1000 cycles of the fretting tests. Coating A achieved stable friction 
by approximately 500 cycles, but Coating B had a COF that climbs up to 
600 cycles with a value of 0.35. Coating C begins with low friction but 
this climbs to 0.24 at 300 cycles before steadily increasing after 5000 
cycles. This increases later in the test as demonstrated in Fig. 4. Fig. 5(b) 
shows the individual fretting friction plots for Coating B. These indi-
vidual friction traces, it can be seen that the large uncertainty in this 
coating system was due to variability in the length of the running in 
period, being significantly longer in the first test where the COF only fell 
after approximately 7000 cycles. 

Fig. 6 summarises the coefficients of friction of tested configurations. 
The COF was averaged over all the cycles. Therefore, those with large 
errors represent tests in which there was a large period of instability 
such as Coating B. Though Coating C’s COF rises it had a less severe 
running in period thereby giving a smaller error bar. The lowest COF is 
achieved with Coating A with a value of 0.17. 

Fig. 3. Sliding ratio variation with cycles for uncoated substrate, and 
Coating A. 

Fig. 4. COF evolution of Coatings A, B and C. Inset shows the COF evolution of 
the uncoated substrate. 

Fig. 5. Fretting friction plots of (a) the first 1000 cycles Coatings A, B and C 
and (b) the individual plots for Coating B. 
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3.2.3. Dissipated energy 
By integrating the frictional force and displacement of each loop and 

cumulatively summing the energies, the total dissipated fretting energy 
can be calculated. This can be used as a metric to compare the resistance 
to wear of each system [55]. In general, for a simplified interface with 
uncoated materials, lower dissipated energy results in reduced fretting 
wear. However, in multi-layered materials, the interactions between 
different layers and their varying wear rates can result in the breakdown 
of this simple relationship. As total dissipated energy is a product of the 
displacement and tangential force, this would also correlate to a lower 
coefficient of friction averaged over the entire fretting cycle. By 
comparing this quantitative metric with the wear morphology of each 
fretting scar a more complete picture of the system performance can be 
obtained. 

Fig. 7 shows the total dissipated energy of all three coatings systems. 
Coating C had the highest total dissipated energy with a value of 12 J. 
Coating A had a lower variance in the dissipated energy due to its stable 
friction, but Coating B had a slightly lower total dissipated energy. The 
uncoated substrate had a dramatically higher total dissipated energy of 
30 J under the same conditions. 

3.2.4. Wear Morphology 
Optical microscopy was used to image the fretting wear scars to 

qualitatively assess their morphology. Fig. 8 shows the morphology of 
the fretting scars of the coatings and the uncoated substrate. Coating A 

displays abrasive marks in the centre of the wear scar with some ejected 
wear debris. This is similar for Coating B however the volume of ejected 
wear debris is greater in the case of B. Coating C displays a far larger 
volume of wear debris and the coating is worn through in the middle of 
the wear scar. The contrast differences in the centre of the wear scar 
provides evidence of this wear through. Uncoated HTS had the largest 
wear in this set of fretting scars. There is evidence of large, oxidised wear 
debris being ejected from the fretting surface alongside an oxidised 
contact circle. 

3.3. Wear Volume 

Fig. 9 shows the comparison between the wear volume (as deter-
mined using the Bruker Alicona) and the cumulative dissipated energy 
as derived from the fretting logs. This approach was used previously by 
Fouvry and co-authors [10,55,57]. There is a weak positive correlation 
between the wear volume and cumulative dissipated energy; Coatings A 
and B had similar levels of dissipated energy (as shown in Fig. 7), but 
Coating B had a much larger wear volume. 

Fig. 10 shows a plot of H/E vs wear volume where there is a strong 
negative correlation. Coating A (with the highest H/E) had the lowest 
measured wear volume. 

H3/E2, as a measure of the load carrying capacity of a coating system, 
also correlates with wear volume. H3/E2 correlates with H/E as explored 
by Beake [29]. Fig. 11 shows the plot of H3/E2 against wear volume. The 
correlation is stronger for this parameter compared to H/E with Pear-
son’s r and R2 values of approximately 0.99. 

Fig. 12(a) shows an example of the wear scar (uncoated HTS) as 
imaged by the Bruker Alicona and processed by MountainsMap soft-
ware. Coating B in Fig. 12(b) had a lower smaller fretting wear scar in 
both diameter and depth. The increased surface roughness of this sample 
is visible in this scan. Ring lighting was used as it illuminates the surface 
evenly and ensures optimal measurement conditions [58]. 

4. Discussion 

Friction coefficient is generally not directly measured as often as 
wear in fretting tests. Wear is a far more present issue due to its severity 
by crack nucleation and propagation (under cyclic fatigue conditions) 
and eventual formation of wear debris [59]. Friction does however play 
a part in determining the regime of fretting currently being experienced 
alongside the displacement relative to the contact area [8,9,45,57]. An 
energy-based approach is often favourable as this can quantify the 
fretting lifetime and resultant wear depth [57]. Fig. 9 shows the relation 
between wear volume and dissipated energy. With respect to the error of 
using 3D optical microscopy to measure wear, Ayerdi et al. [60] 
explored different wear volume determination methods and found that 
compared to the ASTM G133–05 and ASTM D7755–11 standards and 
cross section profile integration over length, 3D topographical methods 
produced a maximum error of 3.3%. Although cumulative dissipated 
energy has been used as a proxy for wear volume it may not always be 
entirely suitable as noted by the low R2 value (≈0.40) in Fig. 9. A certain 
amount of energy input is required to initiate wear and therefore it may 
take some time before wear is measurable, this results in the minimum 
energy shown in the figure being approximately 6 J. Surface roughness 
and dynamic surface modification effects may also introduce further 
complications. 

The application of coatings to protect against fretting damage has 
been long understood. Coatings that have residual compressive stresses 
can be particularly useful as they protect against cracking phenomena 
[26]. Liskiewicz et al. [10,61] analysed the durability of a series of hard 
coatings under fretting wear establishing the total dissipated energy 
density allowable to the coating system before failure occurs. The me-
chanical properties of these coatings were noted to affect their durability 
with a high Young’s Modulus producing the highest wear (on TiN). The 
difference in modulus between the substrate and coating negatively 

Fig. 6. Average COF of all the coating configurations.  

Fig. 7. Cumulative dissipated energy of Coatings A, B and C.  
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affected wear performance, leading to easier deformation of the sub-
strate and brittle cracking generating wear particles. Comparing the 
modulus differences in Table 2, this is less of a concern with these 
coatings however the tests were not run until total coating structure 
failure. This could be the topic of further study with longer testing times. 

In an approach where a coating is being chosen to protect a surface, a 
reduction in the friction coefficient results in lower tangential forces 
(when visualised as part of a fretting loop/map) and therefore reduces 
the dissipated energy over a number of fretting cycles [62]. This should 
reduce the amount of wear and increase coating lifetime. Therefore, an 
investigation into the relationship between mechanical properties and 
their prediction of frictional and wear performance is beneficial for 
future coating optimisation in fretting wear scenarios. 

Considering both the surface roughness and thickness (Table 2) and 
analysing the friction in Fig. 4, Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, we can see that Coating 
A (with the highest H/E ratio) performs best. The wear volume in Fig. 8 
is extremely low. The relation between wear volume and H/E in Fig. 10 

and wear volume and H3/E2 in Fig. 11 further supports the superior 
performance of Coating A. The early friction instability in Coating B in 
Fig. 5(a) results in a higher variance in the COF in Fig. 6, but the 
dissipated energy is similar between Coating A and B. The high surface 
roughness of Coating B (≈48 nm Ra compared to ≈26 nm Ra for Coatings 
A and C) likely influenced this frictional instability. This is can be 
observed in the breakdown of the different test runs in Fig. 5(b). Coating 
C had approximately 1 µm less of the top layer coating (Table 2) and this 
is likely the reason for the rise in COF after 5000 cycles (Fig. 4); the 
wearing through of the top layer could generate wear debris which will 
increase the friction. Alternatively, the removal of the top layer of the 
coating could result in the metal counterface rubbing against the metal 
interlayer thereby causing an increase in friction and wear [56]. Lis-
kiewicz et al. [63] studied a similar set of DLC coatings using nano-
indentation and nano-fretting. The nano-fretting utilised a 5 µm radius 
sphero-conical probe to produce initial contact pressures in the range 
of 11–15 GPa. Despite the difference in length scale, Coating A also had 

Fig. 8. Morphology of fretting wear scars on HTS. (a) Coating A. (b) Coating B. (c) Coating C. (d) Uncoated HTS.  

Fig. 9. A plot of wear volume vs cumulative dissipated energy for Coatings A, B 
and C. Pearson’s r = 0.63512. R2 

= 0.40337. 
Fig. 10. Relation between H/E and wear volume for Coatings A, B and C. 
Pearson’s r = − 0.978721. R2 = 0.91576. 
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a smaller wear volume and friction force. Coating C was also thinner as 
in this work, but the wear was still within the top layer coating. The plot 
between H/E against wear volume as shown in Fig. 10 indicates that the 
mechanical properties can be neatly used to predict gross-slip fretting 
performance. H3/E2 also correlates (shown in Fig. 11 with Peason’s r and 
R2 values of ≈0.99) however the mathematical operation of generating 
this metric exaggerates the numerical values as shown in Table 2[3,4, 
29]. Beake [29] states that calibration accuracy is more important for 
H3/E2 as error in E will cause a larger error in H3/E2. Additionally, 
within set of similar coatings, differences in H3/E2 are larger than H/E 
[29]. Complex relationships have previous been demonstrated with 
similar DLC coating systems by Bai et al. [64]. In this study, non-doped 
Si-doped and W-doped were studied under reciprocating dry sliding 
conditions at frequencies of 1 Hz, 6 Hz and 36 Hz. Oxidative wear 
dominated on Si-doped DLC (like Coating B) which degraded perfor-
mance at higher sliding velocities. Lanigan et al. [65] produced a 
tri-doped DLC (Si,O,F) that had enhanced wear resistance compared to 
Si-DLC. This coating appeared to produce a SiOF species in the wear 
track that limited oxidative wear. 

The high friction coefficient (0.9) observed for the uncoated sub-
strate as evidenced by the large fretting log in Fig. 2, is typical of the 

friction values of uncoated metals under fretting conditions. A COF of 
0.8 was recorded for AISI1034 and Ti-6Al-4 V alloys with a 52100 steel 
ball (with a diameter of 25.4 mm) [56]. 

Fretting tests were performed previously on W-doped DLC (Balinit C 
Star, Oerlikon Balzers) on Ti-6Al-4V and SCMV steel by Mohd Tobi et al. 
[66], though at a lower contact pressure (due to the larger contact area). 
No delamination of the coating was observed and a COF of 0.3 was seen 
for the DLC layer. This is within the range seen in Fig. 4, though the 
frictional increases were seen due to layer wear through over part of the 
fretting scar. The average friction is lower in Fig. 6 however due to the 
running in dynamics noted in Fig. 5(a). This increase in friction towards 
the end of the test was also seen with Balinit C Star coated on Ti-6Al-4V 
[66]. Backscatter electron microscopy with EDX confirmed the wear 
through to the CrN interlayer in this case but the substrate remained 
coated. Blanpain et al. [19] compared the fretting wear of a series of 
carbon coatings and found that the COF was between 0.05 and 0.10 
(with a 10 mm diameter corundum ball) depending on the deposition 
methodology employed to create the DLC (either radio frequency (RF), 
arc or laser). Additionally, the wear rate was found to be smaller 
compared to TiN. The low friction was supposed to be due to the for-
mation of a graphitised transfer layer. The formation of wear debris in 
Fig. 8, indicates that a lubricating third body could be present but 
further study would be required to provide evidence of graphitisation 
[67–73]. 

5. Conclusion 

In this study, fretting testing was performed utilising an electro- 
dynamic shaker to assess the relation between coating H/E ratio and 
the gross-slip fretting wear performance. Dissipated energy and H/E 
ratio were assessed as a proxy for wear volume measurements. 

Under dry conditions, the coatings perform according to their H/E 
ratio with Coating A (highest H/E) displaying the lowest COF and wear 
volume. Coating C was partially worn through though it was approxi-
mately 1 µm thinner which will contribute to the wear performance. No 
load support effects were seen in changing the substrate unlike in impact 
wear studies on these same coating structures [31]. Though Coating B 
had a similar cumulative dissipated energy compared to Coating A, it 
had a larger COF with greater variance during the testing cycles 
resulting in higher wear. In conclusion, H/E (and also H3/E2) can be used 
to indicate gross-slip fretting wear performance of multi-layer DLC 
coating systems under unlubricated conditions. 

It would be beneficial in future work to analyse the tribofilm [74–78] 
formed and assess its dynamics over the testing time. In-situ tribofilm 
formation studies or performing multiple tests at different numbers of 
cycles would be ideal for this purpose. A greater number of cycles could 
also be employed to properly investigate the wear through of the coat-
ings and evaluate the global energy input required to cause failure as 
employed previously by Liskiewicz and Fouvry [55]. Post-test Raman 
spectroscopy could be used to identify the level of graphitisation expe-
rienced by the coatings (measurable change in the ID/IG ratio within the 
wear scar) [71] and this could be correlated with nanoindentation 
mapping of the fretting scars [79] to track the dynamic change the 
coating structure with wear (measurable softening of the coating due to 
the change of structure). 
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